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Who We Are  

 

 

Founded in 2016, an independent and privately owned business with stake holders 
having distinguished years of training expertise; associated with each other for 
more than a decade to set up a new-age marine training platform. 

 We have been involved in obtaining various accreditations including various Flag 
State, notably MCA and NI.  

First Indian training provider to partner with Kongsberg Maritime, India for 
conducting various KM approved courses in their facility. 

 Headquartered in Mumbai and we offer global services through our association in 
India, Indonesia, South Korea, and West Africa. 

 Our associate company, Aurus Ship Management is involved in Ship and Crew 
Management activities with offices in Mumbai, Delhi, Calcutta, Chennai, Jakarta 
and Manila serving more than 20 international clients. 

A benchmark training facility. 

 

What We Do 

• We provide tailor made courses 
• On-board training  
• Assist in establishing maritime training centres  
• Conduct NI courses including niche offshore courses 
• Conduct Part B of DP Technical course (NI Recognized) in association 

with Kongsberg India (OEM) 

A forerunner in India for DP training and a variety of offshore and other 
marine courses. 



Professional Approvals & Accreditations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Accredited by Nautical Institute UK: 

DP Induction (Basic) Course  

 

About this Course 

This is the first phase in obtaining a Nautical Institute DP Operators Certificate. 

The NI Dynamic Positioning (DP) Induction course involves both theory (80%) and 
practical training (20%) on Modal 

Training’s Kongsberg K-Sim Class C DP simulator (at least one simulator to two 
students) and covers the following topics: 

• Principles of DP 

• Elements of the DP system 

• Practical operation of the DP system 

• Position reference systems 

• Environment sensors and ancillary equipment 

• Power generation and supply and propulsion 

• DP operations. 

Course Benefits: 

The NI Dynamic Positioning (DP) Induction course will give candidates a knowledge of 
the general principles of DP and 

DP systems and their use and limitations prior to gaining practical experience on-board 
a DP vessel. 

Assessment Method: 

Online multiple-choice examination conducted at the training centre, using the NI’s 
‘TestReach’ system. 

Duration: 5 Days 

Batch Intake: Maximum 6 / Minimum 3 delegates per batch 

Approvals: Nautical Institute UK 

Prerequisites:  

• STCW Regulation II/1 – II/2 – II/3 Deck 

• STCW Regulation III/1 – III /2 – III/3 – III/6 Engine 

• STCW Regulation III/6 for ETOs 



DP SIMULATOR (ADVANCED) COURSE 
 

 

 

About this Course 

This is the third phase in obtaining a Nautical Institute DP Operators 
Certificate.  

This course is for those who are following the Nautical Institute (NI) DP 
training scheme, completed the NI Induction Course and gained the 
required DP watch keeping sea time as per the NI requirements 

Course Benefits 

This course will build on the candidate’s previous onshore and offshore 
training and simulate various problems and failures encountered during DP 
operations. 

Assessment  Method 

This course has a three-part assessment process:  

1. Continual assessment by the Instructor throughout the course.  

2. DP Set-up practical assessment taken on the last day of the course. 

 3. On the successful completion of the practical assessment, candidates will 
be required to take an online multiple - choice assessment conducted 
through the Nautical Institute’s ‘TestReach’ system.  

Following successful completion of the course, candidates are required to 
finalise their 60 days operational sea time onboard a DP vessel before 
applying for a DPO Certificate from the Nautical Institute. 

Duration: 5 days 

Batch Intake: Maximum 4 / Minimum 2 per batch 

Approvals: Nautical Institute UK 

Prerequisites:  

Candidates must have completed the DP Induction course, minimum of 60 
days sea time experience and completion of the task sections of the DP 
Operator’s Logbook. 



DP SEA-TIME REDUCTION COURSE  

  

About This Course 

The course is designed to allow the trainee DPOs to reduce the required 
sea service time of six month by four weeks by doing one week of 
intensive simulator training. 

The objective of the course is to give the trainee DPO’s as much 
practical experience in the shortest possible time by running them 
through intensive simulator training while being exposed to 
environmental and worse technical conditions to increase the 
individual DP operator’s skills and knowledge in DP operations. 

After the DP Sea Time Reduction Course, the successful student is able 
to: 

• Carry out offshore operations of light to medium complexity under 
DP control, with due regard                                 to operational safety. 

• Analyze operations and suggest points of improvement. 
 

Course content: 

• These courses are conducted only on full mission simulators. 
• DP operations planning and watch keeping procedures. 
• Managing position reference systems. 
• Managing of various propulsion systems. 
• Repetition of critical theoretical topics from the induction and 

simulator courses upon request from course participants. 
 

Course Duration: 5 days 

Batch Intake:  3 delegates per batch 

Approvals: Nautical Institute UK 

Prerequisites:  

• Master, Chief Officers and Junior Officers on DP vessels as 
navigator/DPO. 

• Candidates must have completed the DP induction and the DP 
Simulator courses before attending the Sea -time Reduction 
course. 

 



DP REVALIDATION 
 

 

About This Course 
From 1st January 2015, all DP Certificates issued by The Nautical Institute 
must be revalidated every five years. The NI DP Revalidation course is 
designed for those who hold an NI DPO certificate, but who have failed to 
gain the required sea time to revalidate it. 
 
Course Content: 
This course involves both theory and practical training (50:50) on Kongsberg  
K-Sim Class B DP Simulator and will update candidates with the latest rules 
and regulations, position references and sensors, known DP incidents and 
lessons learned. 
 
Course Benefits: 
This course allows certified DPO’s who have not gained sufficient sea time 
over the proceeding 5 years to revalidate their certificate. The course may 
be completed up to 6 months before the revalidation date set by the NI and 
will be valid for a period of 12 months only. 
 

Assessment Method: 

Practical assessment followed by an online multiple-choice examination 
conducted at Modal Training, using the Nautical Institute’s ‘TestReach’ 
system. 

Duration: 5 days 

Batch Intake: Maximum 6 / Minimum 2 delegates per batch 

Approvals: Nautical Institute UK 

Prerequisites:  

The minimum entry requirement for the NI DP Revalidation course is a DPO 
certificate issued by the NI.  
The original DPO certificate should be presented at the training centre at the 
beginning of the course. 
1. If the participant is completing the course for the first time, there is no minimum 
DP sea time requirement.  
2. If the participant is completing the course for a second or subsequent time, a 
minimum of 28 days     DP sea time will be required to revalidate.  
3. This DP time may be completed prior to or after the revalidation course. 



OFFSHORE LOADING PH – I & II 
 
 

OFFSHORE LOADING PH - I 

About This Course 

The Course is designed to focus on handling Shuttle Tankers in close proximity to 
• Single point mooring buoys (SPM’s) 
• Floating Production Storage and Offshore take units (FPSO’s/FSU’s) 
• Offshore Loading Systems (OLS) 
• Submerged Turret Loading (STL) 
• Single Anchor Loading (SAL) 
• Direct Shuttle Loading (DSL) from various FPSO’s 
• Berthing/un-berthing at various discharge terminals and ports 

 

Course content: 

• Repetition of rate of turn (ROT) techniques and other theoretical items 
from Phase 1 upon request. 

• Gain a good understanding of the DP system’s possibilities and limitations. 
• Gain a good understanding of Oil Companies and offshore loading manuals 

for various elds. 
• Gain a good understanding of the correct use of position reference systems 

for DP 
• Discussions on unwanted incidents involving shuttle tankers. 
• Gain knowledge of requirements and guidelines that apply to Shuttle 

Tanker DPO’s 
• Increased skills in operating the DP system and the manual maneuvering of 

vessels under normal 
              and severe/marginal environmental conditions, with systems intact and 
              with system errors, such as loss of position reference systems, thruster  
              failure and sensor failures, etc. 
 

Duration: 5 days 
 
Batch Intake: 3 delegates per batch 
 
Approvals: Nautical Institute UK 
 
Prerequisites:  
For Senior Officers (Masters and Chief Officers) Offshore Loading Phase 1 must be 
attended 
as soon as possible after the first onboard period. Junior officers within 6 months 
after joining the vessel. 
 



 

 

OFFSHORE LOADING PH – II 

This Course is designed to focus on handling Shuttle Tankers in close proximity to 
 

• Single Point Mooring Buoys (SPM’s) 
• Floating Production Storage and Offloading take units (FPSO’s/FSU’s) 
• Offshore Loading Systems (OLS) 
• Submerged Turret Loading (STL) 
• Single Anchor Loading (SAL) 
• Direct Shuttle Loading (DSL) from various FPSO’s 
• Berthing/un-berthing at various discharge terminals and ports 
• Objective is to impart training and competence requirements in order to achieve 

optimal 
• understanding and skills by the individual vessel handler in manual mode as well 

as in DP-mode, which will further optimise the safety of the tanker loading 
operations. 

• Better knowledge of the tankers utility and safety systems among the crew will 
optimize the shuttle tankers ability to operate within the scheduled service 
programmes 

 
Course content: 
 

• Repetition of rate of turn (ROT) techniques and other theoretical items from 
Phase 1 upon request. 

• Gain a good understanding of the DP system’s possibilities and limitations. 
• Gain a good understanding of Oil Companies and offshore loading manuals for 

various elds. 
• Gain a good understanding of the correct use of position reference systems for 

DP 
• Discussions on unwanted incidents involving shuttle tankers. 
• Gain knowledge of requirements and guidelines that apply to Shuttle Tanker 

DPO’s 
• Increased skills in operating the DP system and the manual manoeuvring of 

vessels under normal and severe/marginal environmental conditions, with 
systems intact and with system errors, such as loss of position reference systems, 
thruster failure and sensor failures, etc. 

 
Course Duration: 5 days 
 
Batch Intake: 3 delegates per batch 
 
Prerequisites:  

• Masters, Chief Officers and Junior Officers on Shuttle Tankers. 
• Offshore loading Phase 2 should normally be attended within 6 to 12 months after 

completing Phase 



RECOGNIZED BY NAUTICAL INSTITUTE UK 

DP KNOWLEDGE FOR TECHNICAL STAFF – PART A 
 

 

About This Course 

The course, provides training to help meet the continuing professional development needs for technical staff 
engaged in operations aboard vessels with Dynamic Positioning equipment  

To train the candidates on the following. 

Ø Understanding of the theoretical and practical operation of DP systems; 
Ø Technical understanding of the component parts of the DP and associated  
Ø systems; 
Ø An understanding of the limitations of equipment and the effects of equipment      
Ø failures; 
Ø An understanding of the limitations and the effects of incorrect operation of the  
Ø systems; 
Ø An understanding of work which can safely be undertaken with and without the help of equipment 

manufacturers, and more importantly, when to stop before 
affecting the vessels capability to perform DP operations or redundancy 

Ø The ability to fault find the DP system and its components; 
Ø Familiarization with FMEAs and the philosophy of system redundancy; 
Ø An improved ability to operate the Engine Room and DP equipment in a safe and competent 

manner. 
 
This course covers DP knowledge and can be combined with Type Specific equipment training.   
 

Learning Objectives: 

Participants for the DPKTS course are Engineer Officers / ETO or shore based Technical Staff. On completion 
of this course the trainee will have understood; 

Ø General Overview of DP 
Ø The Power System 
Ø The Thruster System 
Ø Control Systems and Sensors 
Ø Documentation 
Ø DP Operation and effects on DP system 
Ø Lessons Learned 

 

Assessment: 

Online multiple-choice examination conducted at the training centre, using the NI’s ‘TestReach’ system. 

Duration: 5 days  

Batch Intake: Maximum 8 / Minimum 4 delegates per batch 

Approval : Recognized by Nautical Institute UK 

Prerequisites:  

Ø Participants should be an Engineer Officer / ETO or shore based Technical Staff. 
Ø Participants should have a knowledge of their employers’ company procedures and vessel safety 

management system (SMS), particularly relating to DP operations 
 

 

 



DP KNOWLEDGE FOR TECHNICAL STAFF – PART B 

CONDUCTED BY OEM (KONGSBERG MARITIME INDIA) 
 

 

 

About This Course 

Ø Hands on training on actual Kongsberg Maritime Equipment. 
Ø Understanding DP related Alarm signals. 
Ø Fault finding of the KM - DP equipment (K-Pos). 
Ø Understand how to perform correct periodic maintenance. 
Ø Learn to communicate with Kongsberg Maritime service personnel  

when assistance is   needed. 
Ø Understand how to identify and exchange faulty units, with spares 

from on-board  
stock, to bring the K-Pos system back into operation. 

Ø Describe single/dual/triple OS and DPC configuration. 
Ø Awareness of latest and previous generations of MPxxxx computers, 

and RCU. 
Ø Identify the location of the power fuses in DPC. 
Ø Practical experience of matching vessel specific engineering 

documentation, with actual RIO Modules in DPC – (Cable details & IO 
termination). 

Assessment: 

As per Kongsberg Maritime in house assessment 

Duration: 3 days 

Batch intake: Maximum 6 / Minimum 2 delegates per batch 

Approval : Recognized by Nautical Institute UK 

Prerequisites:  

Participants who have attended the DPKTS “Part A” or DP Technical & 
Maintenance Course 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



VALUE ADDED CONVENTIONAL COURSES 

LARGE VESSEL HANDLING  

 

About This Course  

The aim of this course is to equip senior officers with further knowledge and 
maneuvering skills of how to safely and efficiently handle large vessels, 
under influence of different met-ocean conditions (wind, waves and 
current) at sea, during port/anchorage approaches, confined waters and 
transiting narrow canals. 
 
The course consists of a combination of theoretical lessons and practical 
simulator training conducted on a “Kongsberg full mission Class-A ship 
maneuvering simulator”. It is well supported by the “K-Bridge” Radar and 
ECDIS equipment. 
 
 
OBJECTIVES:  
 
Participants will gain confidence in practical ship handling of large vessels in 
various situations and have a better understanding of:- 
• The behaviour of large vessels under the influence of wind, tide; 

hydrographic constraints in deep and shallow water; 
• Get an overview of hydrodynamic interactions, shallow water effect, 

squat and bank effects; 
• Concept of turning circles, Stopping distance, Crash stop, Controlled 

turns, Rudder cycling, anchoring a large vessel and navigation through a 
congested anchorage; 

• Effectively maintain control of a large vessel when manouvering in 
confined waters, berthing and un-berthing,  making a turn, picking up 
pilot and anchoring, with emphasis on using/controlling main engine, 
rudder, thrusters, efficient use of tugs; 

• Heavy weather handling; Emergency manoeuvring and limitation. 
 
Duration: 2 days 
 
Batch Intake: Min - 2, Max – 4 
 
Prerequisites: Masters/Deck Officers all ranks (recognized Flag States) 
 

 



SHIP STEERING & ASSESSMENT 

 

 

About This Course 

Steering a ship is no easy task. Misinterpretation of helm orders, miscommunication within the 
Bridge Team, fatigue, lack of monitoring, putting the helm the wrong way have all resulted in 
many accidents, some very serious causing damage to vessel/property, environmental pollution 
and huge losses/claims resulting thereof. 
Therefore, having a well-trained helmsman at the wheel is of utmost importance for the safety 
of the ship and all on-board! 
The course intends to highlight and appraise those entrusted with ship steering of their role, 
duties and responsibilities associated with it. 
This course is conducted on a Kongsberg Class – ‘A’ full mission “K-Sim” ship maneuvering 
simulator using different ship models and would prove beneficial to all deck ratings especially 
those being promoted as helmsmen and cadets – irrespective of ship type. 
 
OBJECTIVES:  
 
The participants will gain basic knowledge of and understand:- 
• The behaviour of a vessel in different sea conditions; 
• Maritime English commands used in Steering; 
• Correct understanding of helm orders and interpretation of same; 
• The ship’s compass, basic working Gyro & Magnetic compasses, comparing and reporting 

large differences and variations; 
• Reporting objects/targets and importance of immediate reporting of steering difficulties or 

ability in maintaining a desired course; 
• Various modes of steering i.e. Autopilot/Manual-Hand steering (Follow up) Mode/ 
• NFU-Non-Follow Up Mode and Emergency Steering Mode and procedure for changing over 

steering modes; 
• Human Factors (Case Study) involved in misinterpretation of Helm Orders, effect of fatigue 

etc.; 
 
The ability of the candidate will be assessed (simulator) on the following:- 
• Understand and repeat steering commands given in standard maritime English; 
• Follow closed loop communication and questioning wrong Helm orders; 
• Steer a steady course by sight and compass (using leading lights, shore objects). 
• Perform course alterations with effective control; 
• Steer in confined waters, narrow channels and under pilotage; 
• Report malfunction of Rudder and/or Compass and loss of steerage; 
• Handing / Taking Over the Wheel and change over Hand Steering to NFU or Auto Pilot  and 

vice versa; 
• Action in case of steering not responding; 
• Comparing compasses; 
• Use the Non-Follow-Up steering system; 
• Maintain a good lookout and report targets appropriately. 
 
Duration : 1 day 
Batch Intake: Max – 4 
Prerequisites: Deck Ratings & Cadets 
 



RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 

 

 

About This Course 

1. The management of risk involves identifying the hazard, assessing the 
risk then deciding on how the risk is to be controlled. 

2. Managing Risk in critical, time bound operations are of high 
importance – especially when the call of – Not to Do The Job- arises 

3. The implementation of OHSAS 18000 has further solidified the need of 
understanding the principles of Risk Management and Analysis 

4. This course impinges on these fundamentals: 
 
Objectives: 
 
• To understand Risk Assessment, Analysis and Control. 
• To explain the various concepts associated with “Risk”. 
• To highlight necessity of Risk Assessment 
• To illustrate how Risk Assessment is carried out and the different 

steps involved whilst carrying out 
Same 
 

Course content: 
• Hazard Identification 
• Analysis of Risk (Including Near Miss and Safety Opportunity 

Reporting) 
• Risk Registers and Job safety Analysis 
• Methods of Risk Assessment 
• Hierarchy of Risk Control Measures 
• Case Studies and live exercises practicing Risk Assessment 

 
!!! The Course can be customised to include Company Specific Risk 
Assessment Documentation !!! 
 
Duration: 1 days 

 
Batch Intake: 2-8 delegates per batch 
 
Prerequisites: All Officers and Petty Officers 
 
 



MARINE ACCIDENT AND INVESTIGATION 

 

 

About This Course 

Accidents are expensive – not only monetarily, but they also lead to loss of life and 
reputation. 
Although, they cannot always be avoided – recurrence can surely be prevented, 
and lessons learnt can be 
shared amongst co-workers and the entire fleet 
 
The Marine Industry has begun its journey of transformation from the Blame 
Culture to a Just 
 
Culture and the biggest impediment is an unbiased and fair, but professional 
analysis of accidents and 
Incidents 

Objectives: 
On completion of the program, shipboard safety officers should have an 
understanding of: 
 

• Purpose & objective of marine accident investigation; 
• IMO Code for investigating marine casualties & interviewing; 
• Human factors to be considered during investigation. 
• Investigation procedures; 
• Techniques for collecting, analysing information & reporting accidents. 

Course content: 
 

• The fundamentals of Accident Investigation 
• Root Cause Analysis 
• Human Factors in Accident Investigation 
• Methods of Accident Investigation 
• Interviewing and Investigation Skills 
• Case Studies and live exercises practicing Accident Investigation 

 
!!! The Course can be customised to include Company Specific Accident 
Investigation Documentation !!! 
 
Duration: 1 day 
 
Batch Intake: 2 – 8 delegates per batch 
 
Prerequisites: All Officers 



SHIP TO SHIP (STS) OPERATIONS 

 
 

About This Course 

Ship-to-Ship transfer operations (Oil/Chemical/Gas Tankers) are highly specialized and critical 
operations requiring those engaged to be well trained as any incorrect understanding of the 
various factors affecting Ship Handling and STS cargo operations can lead to serious accidents; 
cost of high environmental pollution and fire risk. 
 
OBJECTIVE:  
 
This course, conducted on a “Kongsberg full mission Class-A ship maneuvering simulator” will 
develop the skills and concepts necessary for ship handling in STS operations. A thorough 
understanding of ship handling theory and application of this knowledge on simulator based 
exercises in different situations i.e. STS at anchor & underway is provided to each participant in 
order to gain ship handling experience using different ship models in varied weather conditions. 
 
The following topics will also be addressed during the STS operations course:-  
• General requirements for vessels involved in ship to ship transfer operations; 
• Ref to STS Transfer Guide; Guidelines from OCIMF; 
• Who is the person in overall advisory control? Role of STS Superintendent, mooring master, 

ship’s master, deck officers and crew; 
• STS operations checklists, risk factors & risk assessment, briefing & tool-box talk; 
• The STS operation comprises five different phases: Pre-Arrival Planning / Arrival / Berthing / 

Cargo Transfer / Departure;  
• Factors that affect an STS transfer operation – The vessels involved and their specifications; 
• The Human factor – Crew training and experience / Work & Rest Hours; 
• Special equipments involved e.g. hoses, fenders, mooring readiness with respect to 

heaving lines, messenger lines, ships lines, wire rope tails, stoppers etc.  
• Other external factors e.g. STS area & weather / Determination of the criteria to abort or 

suspend the operation;  
• Pre operation activities – transfer basket inspection – crane inspection; 
• Precautions during Cargo Transfer - Attention to be paid to Mooring lines during the 

transfer of Cargo, due to potential changes in the following factors:- Weather condition; 
Change of Tide; The freeboards of both vessels changing; 

• Precautions during Berthing & Un-berthing; 
• Importance of good communications throughout the STS operation; Notifications to 

relevant authorities; 
• Contingency Planning & Emergency Procedures; 
• Guidelines to be followed, Precautions against pollution as per MEPC 59, MARPOL, SOPEP, 

SMPEP, VRP in US waters, STS transfer guide and operational plan.  
 
Duration: 2 days 
 
Batch Intake: Min - 2, Max – 4 
 
Prerequisites: Masters/Deck Officers all ranks 
 

 



BTM/BTRM 
 

 

About This Course 
 
Human errors have been documented as the main causes of marine accidents in various studies. The 
main causative factors to such accidents have been lack of teamwork & poor attitudes of watch keeping 
officers. This course identifies such causes by use of various theoretical modules explaining the various 
human aspects & also uses case studies of accidents to analyse these events. This understanding of how 
errors are caused make the trainee become aware of his own short comings & help him achieve better 
awareness of accident causes & help prevent these. 

In addition, the use of simulation training & the introduction of emergencies pit the various trainees in 
situations that strengthen their teamwork skills & understanding of team management. 
 
This application of the skills learnt in this simulator-based course will make the trainee become a better 
team player & help him/her in making shipboard operations much safer. 

Objectives: 
 
The objective of this intensive course is to enable the participants to: 
 

• Identify the need for teamwork skills & utilize these teamwork skills 
• Organize a functional Bridge team 
• Respond to challenges of Bridge team member 
• Understand the importance of planning a passage 
• Utilize efficient bridge procedures and bridge teamwork 
• Demonstrate good interactive communication style 
• Build up a common shared mental model of the planned passage 
• Prepare and execute passage planning 
• Facilitate Master/Pilot exchange 

 
Successful completion of this course & assessments, a document will be issued certifying that the holder 
has successfully completed a simulator course in bridge teamwork that meets or exceeds the level of 
knowledge and competence specified in following : 
 
Course content: 

• Introduction to BTM & Its Concepts 
• Hazardous Thoughts & Error Chains 
• Leadership & Management Styles 
• Passage Planning 
• Short Term Strategy 
• Stress Management 
• Master/Pilot Relationship 
• Judgment and Decision Making 
• Wheel Over Point 

 
The course is conducted on Type A simulator. 
 
STCW 2010 : Section A II/1, AII/2, AII/3 Section B – II/1 Part 11, B- VIII/1 Part 4 
 
Duration: 5 days 
Batch Intake: 3 – 6 delegates per batch 
Prerequisites: All Deck Officers 
 



Bridge Team Resource Management (BTRM) 
 

 

About This Course 
 
This course is practical and theoretical; it consists of a series of exercise performed on a ship handling 
simulator. Classroom lectures, to provide the necessary theoretical background for the exercise, are 
included. Particular items dealt with in these lectures are illustrated either by including them as part of an 
exercise or by a separate simulator demonstration. Bridge teamwork is dealt with as interactive 
Computer Based Training (CBT). 
 
Objective: 
The trainees who successfully complete this course will have gained experience in handling ship under 
various conditions and will make a more effective contribution to the bridge team during ship 
manoeuvring in normal and emergency situations. 
 
In particular, trainees will gain: 
 

• Familiarization with the use of engines and helm for ship manoeuvring; 
• An understanding of the effects on the behaviour of the ship of wind, current, shallow water, banks and 

narrow channels and condition of loading ; 
• A greater understanding and awareness of efficient bridge procedures and bridge teamwork during 

watch keeping and ship handling, in normal and in emergency situations; 
• A greater awareness and understanding of a good interactive communication style and benefit of 

building up a common shared mental model of the planned passage. 
 

On successful completion of this course & assessments, a document will be issued certifying that the 
holder has successfully completed a simulator course in bridge teamwork that meets or exceeds the level 
of knowledge and competence specified in following : 
 
STCW 2010 : Section A II/1, AII/2, AII/3 
Section B – II/1 Part 11, B- VIII/1 Part 4 
 
Trainees undergo Maritime Resource Management (MRM) CBT program developed by The Swedish Club 
Academy. 
Course content: 

• Situation and Cultural Awareness 
• Attitude 
• Communication and Briefing 
• Challenge and Response 
• Authority and Assessment 
• Management Styles 
• Workload 
• Short Term Strategy 
• Judgment and Decision Making 
• Crisis Management 

 
The course is conducted on Type A simulator. 
 
Course Duration: 5 Days 
 
Batch Intake: 3 – 6 delegates per batch 
 
Prerequisites:  All Deck Officers 
 

 

 

 



MARITIME RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (MRM) 
 

 

About This Course 

The course is designed to address and have a clear understanding of the human behaviour under 
various different circumstances which in turn affect the safe and efficient operation of ships. 
 
Presentations, CBTs, Student workbooks and case studies are used to covers the following topics 
from behaviour point of view. 
 

• State of the Ship 
• Human Involvement in Error 
• Judgment and Decision Making. 
• Leadership in Emergencies 
• Crisis and Crowd Management 
• Leadership in Emergencies 
• Automation Awareness 
• Attitudes and Management Skills 
• Cultural Awareness 
• Communication and Briefings 
• Challenge and Response 
• Short Term Strategy 
• Authority and Assertiveness 
• Management Styles, Workload 

 
The course is certified by the Maritime Department of the Swedish Transport Agency and 
complies with the following STCW sections related to non-technical skills. 

• Reg. A-II/1 for Bridge Resource Management 
• Reg. A-III/1 for Engine-room Resource Management 
• Reg. A-II/2 and A-III/2 for Use Leadership and Managerial Skills 
• Reg. A-II/1, A-III/1 and A-III/6 for Application of Leadership and Team working skills 

 
Objectives: 
The aim is to increase knowledge about human capabilities and limitations and to enhance 
positive attitudes towards safety and teamwork. 
 
Course duration : 3 days 
 
Batch intake : 12 delegates per batch 

Prerequisites:  

• Deck Officers, Engineers, Pilots and shore-based personnel like Superintendent 
(Technical, Training 
and Crewing). 

• All Marine Officers and Engineers who have served on board a ship. 
 

 

 



VALUE ADDED OFFSHORE COURSES : 
 

DP TECHNICAL & MAINTENANCE (KONGSBERG’S) 
 

 

 
About This Course 
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
After the course the successful participant is able to: 
• Identify and exchange faulty units, with spares from onboard stock, to bring the K-Pos system back 
into operation 
• Perform correct periodic maintenance 
• Communicate with Kongsberg Maritime service personnel when assistance is needed 
 
TARGET GROUP 
Electrical/electronic engineers (ETO) and maintenance personnel onboard who are involved in the 
periodic maintenance of the K-Pos system. 
 
CONTENT 
• Introduction to DP technology and principles 
• System arrangement, DP class requirement 
• Cable layout own vessel 
• General information, sensors, position reference systems, thrusters, power 
• Main functions and practical use 
• Operator station, function, backup/restore, alarm systems 
• Process stations, function, system interface, network 
• Preventive and corrective maintenance 
 
LEARNING PROCESS 

• The training will be a combination of theoretical lessons and practical exercises. 
• During the first part of the course participants will be taught DP principles and basic 

operation to  better understand the purpose of the system and its peripheral equipment. 
Each participant will have his own operator station. The main part of the course will focus on 
technical aspects and fault finding. The technical bridge in the training centre will be used for 
the practical exercises, during which the class will be divided into two groups. 

 
ASSESSMENT 
The participants knowledge will be tested by Kongsberg Martime’s assessment system. 
 
 
SPECIAL INFORMATION 
The K-Pos Maintenance Course deals only with K-Pos technology, not the earlier ADP or SDP 
technology. 
The course has been developed in accordance with DNV-GL standard ST-0008 Learning Programmes. 
 
Duration: 27 Hours 
Batch Intake: Maximum 6 
Prerequisites:  
In order to fully benefit from this course, the participants should have general knowledge of electronics 
and computer-based control systems. 
 

 

 

 



DP TECHNICAL & MAINTENANCE 
 

 

About This Course 
On completion of the course, the participants should be able to understand and 
demonstrate the architecture of the DP system, working principles of various sensors 
and PRS, networking and interfacing of various sensors/equipment. The course 
participants should be able to understand and demonstrate various modes of failure of 
the DP system, sensors and general fault tracing and remedial measures. 
 
Course content: 

• Seven components of the DP System 
• Six degrees of freedom 
• Architecture of the DP System and various makes available 
• Thrusters & Power Management System and various signals associated with them 
• Environmental and Position Reference Systems and interfacing the same with DP 

system 
• Making the seven components work together – Networking and interface. 
• Test & Trials of DP vessel/equipment, General Maintenance and Fault-finding 

including backup and 
• Restore backup of DP computers. 
• Emphasis will be on problem solving approaches with discussion of various 

common defects / 
problems. 

Teaching method: 
The teaching will be presented in a combination of theoretical lessons and practical 
exercises. 
The participants will have access to various DP systems installed in the training centre 
(Alstom A-series and Kongsberg K-POS , SDP, Navis and Praxis DP Equipment) to get 
hands on experience and fault tracing. 
Veripos and Fugro DGPS, VRU&MRU, wind sensors and other real sensors and equipment 
are used. 
 
Course Duration : 5 Days 
 
Batch Intake : 6 – 8 delegates per batch. 
 
Prerequisites:  
Electrical Officers, Electrical/Electronic Engineers (ETO) and Engineers responsible for the 
daily 
maintenance of the DP system and other systems /equipment on board DP Vessels. 
 
 

 

 



OFFSHORE VESSEL MANUAL HANDLING (CPP – ASD) 
 

 

About This Course 
This course, Manual Handling (Offshore) is primarily to develop “Manual Ship 
Handling” skills in an individual. In today’s day and age, very sophisticated vessels with 
Dynamic Positioning (DP) capabilities are in operation. Even with their high 
“redundancy”, multiple back-up and safety features, it cannot be overemphasised that 
there still remains a critical need to have trained personnel on board vessels having the 
necessary skills to “manually handle” a vessel should the need to do so arise under 
some exceptional or emergency situations. 
 
The basic aim of this course is to provide the offshore industry with deck officers, 
mates and masters with increased levels of “manual handling” ability and confidence. 
There is a trend within the offshore industry to place on board a so-called “Handler” 
(not necessarily a deck officer) with the master, mate and other deck officers (all of 
whom may be certified DPOs) entirely dependent on the “handler” whenever there 
arises a need for ‘manual handling’. Of late, this has become an issue with reputed 
offshore operators/charterers and a source of embarrassment for offshore ship owners 
and managers.   
It is earnestly hoped that this course would provide the impetus especially to the above 
referred deck officers, mates, masters, DPOs and motivate them for continually 
developing and improving their “manual handling” skills on board offshore vessels. 
 
This course is conducted on a “Kongsberg full mission Class-A Offshore simulator” on 
controllable pitch propeller (CCP) and azimuth stern drive (ASD) offshore vessel 
models. 
 
 
OBJECTIVES:  
 
The reason for the majority of the incidents related to vessel handling operations can 
be traced to human error or lack of professional problem mitigation. 
The main objective of the course is to achieve :- 
• Optimal understanding and develop skills of an individual Master, offshore vessel 

Officer/DPO, in “manual handling” where appropriate, which will further optimise 
the safety of vessel’s manoeuvring and offshore operations; 

• Candidates will gain an understanding of the forces acting on hulls, rudders, 
propellers, thrusters and acquire skills in manual handling offshore vessels (both 
CPP and ASD propulsion) under various simulated conditions of met-sea/weather;   

• On completion of this course, the trainee will have a clear understanding of various 
aspects concerning basic/manual ship handling, gained significant confidence and 
raised his ability to “manually handle” an offshore vessel. 

 
Duration : 2 days 
Batch Intake : Max – 4 
Perquisites: OSV Masters/Mates/DPOs 



ANCHOR HANDLING & TOWING 
  

 

About This Course 
Anchor Handling and Towing of mobile offshore drilling units are sensitive operations. They 
involve working under extreme stress conditions.  
It is imperative all personnel appointed to carryout Anchor Handling and Towing are fully 
trained for the job that awaits them on-board these vessels. 
Training is focused around teamwork of deck officers & winch operators. Anchor handling, 
towing and manoeuvring operation procedures can be experienced by the delegates guided by 
the instructor to experience realistic situations on-board with various anchor systems for 
offshore units and the requirements for AHT are addressed.  
The main objective of the course is to emphasize safety, theoretical knowledge and practical 
experience in anchor handling, towing and winch operations. 
 
 
AIMS: 
 
The course provides a unique (simulator based) learning opportunity to deck & engine officers 
which would encourage them to think and act independently under various scenarios including 
emergencies likely to be encountered during anchor handling and towing operations.  
Candidates would be exposed to various (simulated) scenarios and their ability to 
independently take appropriate actions and effectively deal with the situations presented 
would definitely serve as a confidence building tool and morale booster. 
This course is conducted on a Kongsberg Class – ‘A’ full mission “K-Sim” offshore simulator  
with models of ASD tug, conventional twin screw OSV/AHT with bow/stern & azimuth 
thrusters, DP-Class II Multiple Support Vessel, Semi-submersible rigs, offshore platforms and 
other vessels.  
The system is well supported by Kongsberg “K-Bridge” Radar and ECDIS equipment. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
The Training Objectives are as follows :- 
• Enhance knowledge and skills of AHT crew in safe and efficient conduct of anchor handling 

and towing operations. 
• Risk assessment and planning for AHT and operations. 
• Safe navigation and manoeuvring of AHT vessels in all manoeuvring modes and weather 

conditions. 
• Decision making and stop criteria for termination of operations. 
• Safe Handling of deck and engine room machinery including deck cranes. 
• Safe operations of Anchor Handling and Towing Winches. 
• Safe Handling and stowage of Wires, Chains and Anchors.  
• Monitoring stability criteria for towing and AHT operations. 
• Safe and efficient communication with other parties involved in the operations. 
• Emergencies and Case Studies involving AHT operations. 
 
Duration : 2 days 
Batch Intake: Min - 2, Max – 4 
Prerequisites: Masters/Deck & Eng. Officers all ranks (recognised Flag State COC) 
 
 



SHIPBOARD SAFETY OFFICER 
 

 

About This Course 
The management of safety on board is a key task and the personnel involved in managing this, 
namely, personnel performing the duties as a Safety Officer or a Safety Representative or those who 
are about to enter into such a position needs to understand and update their knowledge on 
shipboard safety 
management. 
 
Safety Officers and Safety Representatives are the key to managing on-board safety and it is critical 
for them to understand the roles and responsibilities associated with this duty. Motivation is the key 
element in enhancing and developing a good Safety Culture on board. Safety culture can only be 
developed with encouragement in implementation of best practices 
 
The implementation of OHSAS 18000 has further solidified the need of understanding process of 
managing Occupational Hazards and enhancing Safety on board. This course is mandatory for officers 
serving in UK Australia and Norway and also recommended by OPITO for the o�shore industry. 
 
This course meets the requirement of STCW Code A-II/2 and A-III/2, IMO model course 3.11, the Code of 
Safe Working Practices and the TMSA requirement 3a & 3b and addresses the requirements of SIRE 
VIQ 
(Edition 5) – Element 5.1 

Objectives: 
 

• To understand duty and obligation regarding safety. 
• To understand roles and responsibilities of safety Officer 
• To understand the functioning of the Safety Committee. 
• Various Health and Safety regulations. 
• Safety training on Board 
• Application of COSWP and encouragement of Best Practices. 

Course content: 
• Duties and responsibilities of the Safety Officer 
• Role of Safety Committee 
• Health and Safety Legislation and Regulations 
• Accident and Incident Prevention 
• Accident and Incident Investigation 
• Risk Assessment 
• On Board Safety Training 
• Behaviour Based Safety 

 
  !!! The Course can be customised to include Company Specific Documentation on Safety 
Inspections, Safety Committee !!! 
 
Duration : 2 days 
 
Batch Intake : 2 – 8 delegates per batch 

Perquisites: All officers and petty officers 

 

 



TANDEM MOORING & SBM / TUG HANDLING 
 

 

About This Course 
The basic aim of this course is to create within a candidate, an enhanced level of 
situational/safety awareness, raising confidence levels of Master’s and Deck Officers leading to 
more effective Management, Operational and Watch Keeping capabilities.  
To provide the Company with intelligent, well informed Master’s, Deck/Bridge Watch Keeping 
Officers manning their vessel’s engaged in Offshore Loading SBM/Tandem Mooring operations 
with a view to minimize hazardous occurrences and/or “near miss” situations and more 
efficient and safer offshore tanker operations within the scheduled service programs.  
This course is conducted on a “Kongsberg full mission Class-A Offshore simulator”. It is well 
supported by the “K-Bridge” Radar and ECDIS equipment. 
 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
  
The reason for the majority of the incidents related to Offshore SBM/Tandem mooring loading 
and vessel “pull-back” tug handling, can be traced to human error or lack of professional 
problem mitigation. 
The main objective of the course is:- 
• To achieve optimal understanding and skills by the individual Master and Deck/Bridge 

Watch keeper, which will further optimise the safety of SBM/Tandem mooring tanker 
operations/manoeuvring, “Pull-Back” tug handling and cargo loading operations. 

• The course will cover a wide range of topics on Basic Ship Handling/Tug Handling 
Techniques, SBM/Tandem moorings and trainees put through Simulator Based Exercises 
based on the same which adhere to the minimum requirements of the Offshore operator 
and meet the expectations of ship owners & manning agents. 

• Upon completion of this course the trainee will have a clear understanding of various 
aspects concerning Basic Ship Handling/”Pull-Back Tug Handling at SBM/Tandem Mooring 
and other related topics and be required to demonstrate understanding as also practical 
skills on Simulator based Exercises, including, but not limited to the following:- 
1. Effects of deadweight, draught, trim, speed on turning circles and stopping distances;  
2. Effects of wind and tide on ship handling; 
3. Slow speed control; 
4. Ship and tug interaction, interaction between ships; 
5. Approaching, Berthing/Un-berthing from SBM/Tandem mooring under various 

conditions of wind and tide with or without tug assistance; 
6. Use of propulsion and manoeuvring systems in maintaining position at SBM/Tandem 

mooring in case of no tug assistance/“pull-back” tug failure; 
7. Effective deck/bridge watch keeping and communications; 
8. Emergency situations/procedures/preparedness; 

 
Duration: 2 days 
 
Batch Intake: Min - 2, Max – 4 
 
Prerequisites: Masters/Deck Officers all ranks (recognised Flag) 

 

 



ASD TUG & OSV HANDLING 
 

 

About This Course 
This (2) two days training program is specially designed for companies owning/ operating tugs 
and OSVs engaged in port operations including inland towing.  
The course caters to their specific requirements and is primarily a practical “hand’s on” 
simulator-based training program supported by theoretical knowledge as deemed necessary.  
It has been conceived with a view to build the confidence of tug masters’ who may or may not 
have experienced many different aspects associated with tug handling/towing, including 
emergency scenarios.  
The course takes into consideration requirements of owners/tug-operators to have their tug 
masters undergo a formal training program (certification) for Tug & OSV handling and 
operations as is increasingly being insisted upon by many charterers/ port authorities for tugs 
operating within their jurisdiction. 
 
AIMS: 
 
The course provides a unique (simulator based) learning opportunity to tug masters’ which 
would encourage them to think and act independently under various scenarios including 
emergencies likely to be encountered during tug handling and towing operations.  
Candidates would be exposed to various (simulated) scenarios and their ability to 
independently take appropriate actions and effectively deal with the situations presented 
would definitely serve as a confidence building tool and morale booster. 
The state-of-the-art Kongsberg Class – ‘A’ full mission “K-Sim” offshore simulator at GMTC with 
models of ASD tug, conventional twin screw OSV/AHT with bow/stern thrusters, DP-Class II 
Multiple Support Vessel and other vessels is ideally suited for the training program.  
It is well supported by the “K-Bridge” Radar and ECDIS equipment. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
The Training Objectives are as follows:- 
• Manual Handling of Tugs/OSVs with the use of Engines/Azimuth Stern Drives/Thrusters; 
• An understanding of the effects on the behaviour of the Tug/OSV of wind, current, shallow 

water, banks and narrow channels; 
• A greater understanding of “interaction between vessels” and the dangers of “girting”; 
• Assisting in berthing/un-berthing of vessels and harbour movements; 
• “Pull-back”, static towing operation and associated duties at SBM; 
• Handling with thruster/engine failure; parting of tow line and other emergencies; 
• Basic knowledge of chart work, navigation equipment, ROR & safety; 
• The trainees’ skills will be assessed on the above under varied conditions of 

wind/current/sea state/visibility in both day and night time. 
 
 
Duration : 2 days 
Batch Intake : Max – 4 
Perquisites: All categories of Tug/OSV masters’/handlers (TM-1, TM-2) and    
          candidates directly recommended  
 

 



DP REFRESHER 
 

 

About This Course 
This course is for qualified and trained DP Operators who wish to refresh their skills in 
responding to a wide variety of DP failures. 

Course Content: 

The course involves practical training on Kongsberg K-Sim Class B DP Simulator. 

This course involves the following: 

Ø K-Pos system arrangement and DP Class Requirements 

Ø System Switch-on and Start-up 

Ø The Human Machine Interface, main functions and views 

Ø Alarms and message system 

Ø Sensor handling and sensor views 

Ø The DP system’s positioning capability 

Ø DP consequence analysis 

Ø Capability and Motion Prediction Analysis 

Ø Position reference system handling 

Ø Failure modes 

Ø DP Incidents. 

Course Benefits: 

The course will give the DP operators an opportunity to learn to recognise failures in any 
DP sub system where the outcomes can create a position loss. 

Assessment Method: 

In house assessment / as required by the client 

 

Duration: 5 days (Monday – Friday) 

Batch Intake: Maximum 6 / Minimum 2 delegates per batch 

Perquisites: Dynamic Positioning operators. 

 

 

 



ECDIS TYPE SPECIFIC 

ALL MANUFACTURERS AT ONE 
TRAINING CENTRE 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KEY FACULTY 

• An ex -Rajendra 1975-76 batch cadet, initially worked with Scandia 
steam navigation and in 1984 took a plunge into offshore industry.  

• Was in command of Dive & Multi support vessel till 2008 and during his 
stay on board itself, he was regarded and known for his ship handling 
skills in DP domain and for manual ship handling in emergency when the 
DP mode fails. 

• His on-board passion for training his juniors built his passion for teaching 
and when Bibby ship management started DP training In Mumbai, was 
asked to head the centre and thus the start his career in training 
Industry. He worked there from 2008 till August 2017 signing off his 
tenure after serving as Director of Bibby Maritime Training Centre with 
more than 40 courses amongst which many niche courses conducted 
and with a footfall of > more than 3000 delegates attending every year. 

1. Developed courses for various ECDIS manufacturers (TRANSAS, Sperry, 
Kongsberg, ChartWorld eGlobe G2, MARIS, Martek, Kelvin Hughes and 
several others). 

2. Training in various manufacturer specific functionalities of ECDIS 
equipment. 

3. Designed and set up the following simulator training classrooms: Transas 
Navi-Trainer 5000 (13 bridge stations and six bridge cubicles) meeting 
MCA (UK) standards; Transas Navi-Trainer 5000 (13 bridge stations and 
one VTS station) and Kongsberg (3 navigational bridge cubicles). All of the 
aforementioned are DNV (Class A standard) compliant.  

4. Conducted training courses for all the above-mentioned manufacturers for 
trainees from British Petroleum, Chevron, Shell, NYK and, Wallem’s 
amongst others. 

 

Capt. Julius Valladares 
 

1. Sailed as a Master for 25 Years on Oil,  Product, Chemical 
Tankers & offshore, anchor handling and towing vessels. 

2. 6 Years of training expertise in Main Fleet and Offshore 
courses including BTRM, Large Vessel Handling, STS 
Operations, Tandem Mooring & SBM / Tug Handling, 
Offshore Vessel Manual Handling, Anchor Handling & 
Towing. 

3. MCA UK Approved Trainer for Oil & Chemical Tanker 
advanced courses, HELM & MRM. 

 
Capt. Kali Driver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capt. S.N. Thakur 
 



CONTACT US 
 

www.ammacademy.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADDRESS 
 

St. Xaviers Technical Institute,  
Mahim Causeway, Mahim West, 
Mumbai, Maharashtra 400 016 

Landmark – Diagonally opposite to S L Raheja Hospital 
TEL: 022 61110909 / 61113636 / 24463565 

EMAIL: enquiries@ammacademy.com 

 

FOR BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES: 
Stanley D’Souza 

Marketing Manager 

Mob: +91 8879696424 

TEL: 022 61110909 / 61113636 / 24463565 

Email: stan@ammacademy.com 

 


